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Why
i ??

E-commerce is the activity of selling 
and buying products online, and it has 
become an important tool for small 
and large businesses worldwide .

With iDELIVERY, your business is 
interactively managed, data and 
inventory are fully controlled and daily
transactions are easily handled, 
ensuring efficiency and customer 
satisfaction .
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No Geographical 
Limitations

A physical store is located in 
a particular place and in
most cases the people who 
live nearby come and visit it . 
So, one of the benefits of an 
e-commerce store is that it is 
not bound by geographical 
boundaries .

A customer can access the 
portal from anywhere in the 
world with the help of an 
internet connection and a 
device to operate it. The 
platform is available 24/7 to 
all its customers in any part
of the world and offers 
information where it is able to
send the products and within 
how many days. 



Flexibility & Speed 

An individual or a company
can easily open an online
store within few days
whereas a physical outlet
needs space, commercial
leasing procedure as well as
ample construction and
decoration time for its
opening .

It is possible to change
displays and product
offerings within minutes in an
e-commerce site whereas
you need proper planning
and ample time and
manpower to do so in
physical stores . Which
makes it easier to scale up
the business .
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FEATURES
OF



Product &
Inventory
Management

Keeps track of in-premises and in-stores
products, imported and exported 
products, as well as the products that 
are being manufactured .

Notifications when Inventory reaches 
minimum amount required .



Sales & Accounting
Arrangement

Keeps track of your invoices,
quotations, e-mails and
promotions .

Records sales and cutting
down all sales and
administration expenses and
presents profit charts on a
customized manner ( monthly,
annually, etc.) .

Manages your CRM by creating
multiple pipelines .

 
Smooth synchronization with
banks; analyzing, recording,
managing your transactions . 



Financial analysis

Taking care of your chart of
accounts .

Financial statements .

Budgeting & cost analysis .

Expense, discounts &
refunds management .



Customer Experience

Organizing and storing 
customers and clients’ data, for
further communication and 
collaboration .

No time wasted, as iDELIVERY 
processes every order 
synchronously .

Follow-up emails and 
promotions, in addition to 
service quality surveys .
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 info@inspire.qa

 (+974) 5051 0222/0333/0444

 (+974) 4427 3361

 www.inspire.qa

Building No. 118, Najma Street,

Al Hilal West, P.O Box 212257,

Doha, Qatar


